Vidya Shree Circular’s Board :Tomorrow's must do

12-06-2020

Dear Parents,
TO DO LIST FOR TOMORROW
1. As the children are done with the PT 1 exams, kindly deposit the answer sheets Tomorrow i.e.
Saturday positively in Global Kids Kingdom as per allotted timings so they can be checked.
2. Kindly bring the computer book given to you and get it changed with the new one from the
school.
3. We have few report cards in the Global Kids Kingdom of previous year, the teacher will handover
the same to you if you have not still received it.
4. Parents who have not deposited the June fee and the few who submitted an application asking for
time till June to deposit the fees are requested to kindly clear the monthly fees due till June by
tomorrow positively.
5. Those who want to deposit today can visit school till 5:00 p.m.
6. Kindly wear mask when you come to deposit the answer sheets at the allotted timings only to
maintain social distancing.
Seeking Cooperation.
Regards,
TEAM VSIS

Tomorrow's must do

09-06-2020

Dear Parents,
Kindly acknowledge the date and timings for submission of answersheets3A&B - 10.6.20(Wed.)
10AM to 2 PM
3C&D -11.6.20 (Thurs.)
10AM to 2 PM
To do list for tomorrow1. As the children are done with the PT 1 exams, kindly deposit the answer sheets tomorrow
positively in Global Kids Kingdom.

2. Kindly bring the computer book given to you and get it changed with the new one from the school
tomorrow.
3. We have few report cards in the Global Kids Kingdom of previous year, the teacher will handover
the same to you if you have not still received it.
4. Parents who have deposited the application asking for time till June to deposit the fees are
requested to kindly clear the monthly fees due till June by tomorrow positively.
5. Kindly wear mask when you come to deposit the answer sheets at the allotted timings only to
maintain social distancing.
NOTE As according to schedule, 3A&B children have to submit their answersheet tom. and 3C&D have to
submit on Thursday but If anyone wants to submit tom. from 3C&D can submit in GKK.
Seeking Cooperation.
Regards,
TEAM VSIS

Answer sheet & Fee deposit

08-06-2020

Dear Parents,
TO DO LIST FOR TOMORROW
1. As the children are done with the PT 1 exams, kindly deposit the answer sheets Tomorrow i.e.
Tuesday positively in Global Kids Kingdom as per allotted timings so they can be checked.
2. Kindly bring the computer book given to you and get it changed with the new one from the
school.
3. We have few report cards in the Global Kids Kingdom of previous year, the teacher will handover
the same to you if you have not still received it.
4. Parents who have not deposited the June fee and the few who submitted an application asking for
time till June to deposit the fees are requested to kindly clear the monthly fees due till June by
tomorrow positively.
5. Those who want to deposit today can visit school till 5:00 p.m.
6. Kindly wear mask when you come to deposit the answer sheets at the allotted timings only to
maintain social distancing.
Seeking Cooperation.
Regards,
TEAM VSIS

Tomorrows must do

07-06-2020

Dear Parents,
To do list for tomorrow1. As the children are done with the PT 1 exams, kindly deposit the answer sheets tomorrow
positively in Global Kids Kingdom.
2. Kindly bring the computer book given to you and get it changed with the new one from the school
tomorrow.
3. We have few report cards in the Global Kids Kingdom of previous year, the teacher will handover
the same to you if you have not still received it.
4. Parents who have deposited the application asking for time till June to deposit the fees are
requested to kindly clear the monthly fees due till June by tomorrow positively.
5. Kindly wear mask when you come to deposit the answer sheets at the allotted timings only to
maintain social distancing.
Seeking Cooperation.
Regards,
TEAM VSIS

Examination sheets

07-06-2020

Dear Parents,
I'm so happy to see the sheets on portal that all my children attempted their PT 1 (Periodic Test)
Exams in such a meticulous way. As the Children are done with exams so we are giving them
Summer break till July 1.
Summer vacations are welcomed with great zeal, excitement and enthusiasm by the children. It is
the moment of summer time fun for the children when they have an opportunity that helps them to
learn new things, gain new experiences and strengthen their bond with their roots. Make the child
read a story book daily. Enjoy the vacations by playing variety of games with them and make them
spend quality time with all family members.
Happy Holidays!
Note - Deposit your answer sheets positively by Tuesday i.e. June 9.
Regards
Ms. Rishu Vikas Siwach

Reg. Holidays and 2 days class per week

05-06-2020

Dear Parents,
I'm so happy to see the progress of my children and so many recorded performances. Children
were giving their assessments in a very meticulous way. As the Children are very young so we
would not be giving them the full break and we will keep meeting them twice a week through
online classes, where teacher will keep revising the concepts so that children stay in touch with
their newly learnt topics and concepts.
Note 1- There are few parents who want these classes on regular basis so we have decided that the
child will be meeting their class teacher twice a week and other 4 days they can join other class
teachers Sessions if they want to. Kindly post your request on portal and online link will be
provided to you to attend the class.
Note 2 - PDF on how to prepare n.b will be posted on Saturday.
Happy Holidays
Regards
Ms. Rishu Vikas siwach

Request for monthly tuition fees

14-05-2020

Dear Parents,
Hope you and all members of family are safe and healthy.
Kindly deposit the tuition fees for month of April and May, if you have not deposited it yet.
Please ignore the fee dues shown on portal as changes in software are not possible right now so
what is required to be deposited right now is the monthly tuition fees only as per the government
instructions.
If any further instructions are issued by the government subsequently or any charges are waived
off, it will be applicable to everyone uniformly.
We need to support and trust each other so that our efforts to keep our children creatively engaged
and to provide good education to our children can continue and we are able to pay salaries to our
staff members who are working very hard to make all this possible.

Participation in competitions

05-05-2020

Dear Parents,
We have received a circular from Education Department Haryana for participation of children in
various competitions as mentioned in the circular enclosed.
We are attaching the PDF of circular along with the message. Kindly read it and those who want to
participate can do so as per your convenience.

We received this message just now and have forwarded it to you without any delay.
Working together

Steps to open pdf file

29-04-2020

Dear Parents
I hope you are not facing any problems with the homework given and the YouTube links. There are
1 - 2 queries which we received regarding PDF file not being sent with the homework.
Kindly follow the given instructions to open the PDF file if not done till date
1. On right side of the homework, there is a red circle in which an icon of a letter or an envelope is
visible.
2. Kindly click that red circle with envelope.
3. The option will come,if you want to download the PDF file. 4Click on yes. The file is automatically
downloaded to the phone and you can open it.
5. In some phones, you have to drag the right click icon seen on the top of your phone at right side
for checking PDF file.
Count this time as blessing in disguise as it is giving us an opportunity to learn new things, if we
have not learnt so far and undoubtedly we get a feeling of accomplishment.
Working together tirelessly,
Ms. Rishu Vikas Siwach

